Did You Know . . .

There is no comparison between corn and QLF Liquid Supplements?

**Does Corn Reduce Sorting and Increase Palatability?**

**NO**

- QLF liquid supplements do! Research has shown that supplemental sugars from molasses-based liquid supplements can increase diet palatability and lessen sorting activity. (May 2012 JDS)

**Does Corn Reduce Shrink?**

**NO**

- QLF liquid supplements do! Because of the closed handling system, there is virtually no shrink. By using a molasses-based supplement in your TMR, you can reduce overall feed shrink and reduce weigh backs.
Does Corn Increase Fiber Digestibility?

NO

- QLF Liquid Supplements do! Feeding molasses based liquid supplements at recommended levels increases fiber digestibility. Sugars stimulate fiber digesting bacteria more effectively than starch.

Does corn distribute additives effectively?

NO

- QLF Liquid Supplements do! Nutrients and additives in QLF products are distributed evenly throughout the product, into the TMR, along the feed bunk and into the cow.

Does Corn Improve Rumen Efficiency?

NO

- QLF Liquid Supplements do! In fact, QLF liquid supplements increase the efficiency of corn. Since QLF liquid supplements enhance fiber digestion, daily intake consistency, and reduce ration sorting, rumens are more efficient because they receive uniform amounts of rumen-degradable carbohydrate, fiber and protein each day.

Nutrition and More . . .